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Would you like to have a detailed view of your Company’s Vehicles including History and current usage? The Vehicle History Log is an essential Report in every Vehicle Fleet. Vehicle History includes information on all Vehicles, Equipment and Rests. Each Vehicle is identified uniquely, and you can view the complete
history for any of these vehicles. This report lists the vehicles, with their identification, the sum of Total Hours, as well as the total mileage driven. In addition, you will be able to see detailed details about the maintenance performed for any vehicle, and what mileage was added/subtracted in the process. You will be
able to see the Date and Time of each maintenance, as well as the Cost and Warranty Expires of each service. Other useful reports available with this application are: Vehicle Utilization Report Vehicle Utilization Report is a percentage based report that shows the usage of a Vehicle based on the date of it's Last
usage. The report is calculated per Vehicle type (Car, Truck, Van). Vehicle Utilization Report also shows the Total Hours driven for each Vehicle. The hours are counted per Vehicle type and Days since the last usage. Vendor Utilization Report The VU report shows the number of vehicles per Vendor, as well as the total
hours driven for each vendor. The VU report is based on the Vehicle type for a specific Vendor. Vehicle Fleet Optimization Report The VFO report is a Detailed Top Level Analysis of the average Cost of a vehicle per Hour. The report also shows the top 5 vehicles in terms of cost. Vehicle Manager Fleet Network Edition
Cracked Accounts is an advanced software application whose purpose is to help you track your vehicle maintenance, contacts and vendors. It can be used with a remote Firebird server in order to store information about scheduled and completed maintenance, parts, expenses, usage and other details in a central
database. Clean feature lineup The GUI looks intuitive and employs a multi-tabbed layout for providing quick access to several vehicles, service items, parts, personnel, vendors, set of configuration options, as well as reports. In case you have some questions regarding the functionality of the dedicated parameters,
you can have a look at the help manual. Manage your vehicles, fuel log, service and parts Storing vehicle information in your database can be done by providing details about the model, year, odometer, color, driver/operator, type (e.
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Vehicle Manager Fleet Network Edition is an advanced software application whose purpose is to help you track your vehicle maintenance, contacts and vendors. It can be used with a remote Firebird server in order to store information about scheduled and completed maintenance, parts, expenses, usage and other
details in a central database. This easy-to-use program can be used as a standalone application, or it can be used with direct access to your database, allowing for instantaneous database updates. The program can also be attached to the top-level Firebird database so that all your data is managed under a single
roof. The GUI looks intuitive and employs a multi-tabbed layout for providing quick access to several vehicles, service items, parts, personnel, vendors, set of configuration options, as well as reports. In case you have some questions regarding the functionality of the dedicated parameters, you can have a look at the
help manual. Vehicle Manager Fleet Network Edition has a built-in indexer for speeding up queries as well as feature-rich reports and statistics viewer that can be used to generate custom reports that help monitor your vehicle fleet usage and maintenance. This is the perfect app for tracking your fleet vehicles and
for creating customized reports and statistics about the vehicle performance and your clients. Vehicle Manager Fleet Network Edition can be installed on up to 32 machines, and also can be used remotely. Additionally, you can maintain and collect data and information from computers connected to local network
using this package. Vehicle Manager Fleet Network Edition is a powerful application designed for businesses that require a way to quickly and easily keep track of all the vehicles that they use on a regular basis. With this tool, you can: - Manage vehicle information such as make, model, year, odometer, color, license
number, license expiration, insurance, tax amount, driver number, and status. - View and restore vehicle maintenance and inspections history. - Edit the make, model, year, odometer, color, license number, license expiration, insurance, tax amount, driver number, and status to keep track of all vehicles you own and
use. - Assign a custom picture from your computer, add custom notes, set the current vehicle active or inactive, delete the selected vehicle, as well as perform searches. - View a complete list with scheduled tasks for the selected vehicle. Plus, it makes use of colors in order to indicate whether the service is up-do-
date (green), coming soon (yellow) or overdue (red b7e8fdf5c8
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Vehicle Manager Fleet Edition is a desktop application which lets you view and manage your vehicle fleet in a single database. This product is a part of the fleet management software solution that comes in the form of an installer that includes the latest software components. If you have questions about the use of
this software product, please get in touch with the vendor. The default language is English, but the application is available in other languages as well. NOTE: The free trial version allows you to: - create one vehicle, one vehicle user, one part and one service entry - view and edit one vehicle, one vehicle user, one part
and one service entry. - view the list of all vehicles and parts and services. - connect to other users. Please note: The trial version can be used for the evaluation period (7 days) only. After the trial period ends, you may have to purchase the full version of the product in order to continue using it. Languages: English,
German, French, Polish Options Accurate AVG Exclusive Reviews Community Feedback We'd like to know what you think of this product Enter your name and email and we'll send you an email whenever someone adds a new version of this product. Your nameYour emailAddress Version 1.2.2 New in Version 1.2.2: -
Display of waterfilter - Interface refreshing - Update of the dependencies list - Fix for the indicator operation - Minor fixes and improvements Version 1.2.1 New in Version 1.2.1: - Fix for a minor bug - New icon Version 1.2 New in Version 1.2: - Convert the "parts" and "service" items to properly selectable units (wheels
and containers) - Favorites: choose a specific vehicle from a list of your favorite vehicles - Improved interface - Convert the list of "service items" to the "service" - Improve the "service item" search - Improved error messages - Fix for a minor bug Version 1.1 New in Version 1.1: - Minor bug fixes and improvements
Version 1.0.1 New in Version 1.0.1: - Launch with the new icon - Fix for the task schedule License information Share

What's New In?

Vehicle Manager Fleet Network Edition is an advanced software application whose purpose is to help you track your vehicle maintenance, contacts and vendors. It can be used with a remote Firebird server in order to store information about scheduled and completed maintenance, parts, expenses, usage and other
details in a central database. Clean feature lineup The GUI looks intuitive and employs a multi-tabbed layout for providing quick access to several vehicles, service items, parts, personnel, vendors, set of configuration options, as well as reports. In case you have some questions regarding the functionality of the
dedicated parameters, you can have a look at the help manual. Manage your vehicles, fuel log, service and parts Storing vehicle information in your database can be done by providing details about the model, year, odometer, color, driver/operator, type (e.g. car, tractor, trailer, truck, van), license registration, and
insurance (company, account and due date), as well as entering mechanical data about the engine, transmission and size. In addition, you may assign a custom picture from your computer, add custom notes, set the current vehicle active or inactive, delete the selected vehicle, as well as perform searches. Vehicle
Manager Fleet Network Edition is able to display the complete fuel log history of your vehicle, and total fuel cost and average fuel efficiency. You may also print reports covering specific date ranges. The program reveals a complete list with scheduled tasks for the selected vehicle. Plus, it makes use of colors in order
to indicate whether the service is up-do-date (green), coming soon (yellow) or overdue (red). You can also check out a list of service items that has been completed for the selected vehicle, and view detailed information about the date, service item (e.g. replace spark plugs, rotate tires, replace air filter), odometer
and total cost. The utility shows info about the parts and materials that have been used on a specific vehicle, and you can also store attachments for your vehicles. The attachments are saved in database and included when creating backups. Service, part and personnel management features Vehicle Manager Fleet
Network Edition gives you the freedom to add service items to a custom list, choose between several templates, as well as organize service items to a group and run scheduled task for an entire group. You can track all parts that are used on any vehicle, personnel records (e.g. last and first name, license number,
license expiration,
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System Requirements:

Minimum system requirements are: OS: Windows 7 or higher / Windows XP / Windows Vista Processor: 1.8 GHz dual-core Memory: 1GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with 1GB of RAM DirectX: DirectX 9 graphics driver installed Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard drive: 13GB of available
space Input devices: Mouse Other: Sound card Additional Notes: Internet Connection may be required to download patches, updates and in-game items. Recommended
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